A Superpixel-based Variational Model for Image Colorization.
Image colorization refers to a computer-assisted process that adds colors to grayscale images. It is a challenging task since there is usually no one-to-one correspondence between color and local texture. In this paper, we tackle this issue by exploiting weighted nonlocal self-similarity and local consistency constraints at the resolution of superpixels. Given a grayscale target image, we first select a color source image containing similar segments to target image and extract multi-level features of each superpixel in both images after superpixel segmentation. Then a set of color candidates for each target superpixel is selected by adopting a top-down feature matching scheme with confidence assignment. Finally, we propose a variational approach to determine the most appropriate color for each target superpixel from color candidates. Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method and show its superiority to other state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, our method can be easily extended to color transfer between two color images.